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trnnsmissionlosses,andbymaking~(lm.."irnpleassumptions 

about suspended sediment properties, the bachcatter can be 
directly ft'!al~d to sse 

In this paper we mscu» measurements am! ~alibn!lion uf 
sse bachcatler profiles taken in Sydney Harbour (Fig I) 
using an Acoustic Suspended Sediment "'vlonitoc (ASSM) 
de,,-eJoped at Shanghai Acoustics Laboratory (see [14, 3J for a 
brief description of the instl1lm~llt). The ASSM has 
pro"iol1~ly been used to e_~amin" c"hesive "u.~pen~i()n profiles 
in the highly turbid wawrs or the Chang-jiang (Y;mgt7e) 

off Shanghai rIO, 11]. Suspension profiles and 
suspension events in Sydney Harbour were 

monitored at 0.5 and 15 ..... 1HL Only 0.5 MH7. data ar~ 

proxy sse mea8Urem~nl" or SSC, 
which entails collection of water samples, then filtering, 
drying, am! weighing to e!!.trdCt the ~uspended materi~l, were 
not made. \1O<kl1ing of baclscaUcr profiles was carried oul, 
based on theory provided in [13], to provide background 
infonnation, to compare t1;I." calibration methods for thc 
ASSM, and to develop calibration methods which could be 
applied routinely in the field. Calibration is presently 
perfOl1ll<:d after laboratory determinations of sse have been 
obtained from water samples 
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Although a specific ASSM is used, the modelling and 
applications are genera! to this class ofinstrurnent, and to the 
problem of inferring properties of particles suspended in a 
medium by means of acoustic backscatter measurements. The 
methods employed are not new, and no new theory is 
presented, but the general comparison of calibration methods, 
and the application of a calibration method which can be used 
in the field independent of laboratory measurements, should 
be of general interest. The paper complements an introduction 
to lISe of acoustic backscatter instrumentation to infer sse 
prcsentedby [3] 

2. THEORY 
To infer absolute values of SSC, acoustic backscatter 
mcasuremems mllSt be compensated for uon-linear effects of 
spreading and absorption by water and slISpended sediment, 
and a sy&tem constant incorporating the in situ suspended 
particle backscatter function must be determined. The 
backscatter processes may be described by single scattering 
theory [13]. Negligible grain shielding and negligible multiple 
scattering are assumed, with allOWllnce for near and far-field 
transducer beam patterns, spreading, and absorption due to 
water and the suspended sediment itself. Absorption by 
suspended sediment is assumed to be proportional to sse, a 
simple assumption which gives good results [13]. The 
attenuation constant for a particular sediment particle size 
may be calculated from formulae provided by [9], and 
absorption due to water may be calculated from temperature 
and ~a]jnity measurements [2]. 

If backscatter were SenSltiVe to particle volume, then for 
constant particle density, changes in size distribution during 
measurements would not affect inferences of suspended 
sediment concentration [5]. However, in the Rayleigh region 
(k,.a« I, where II;. is acoustic wave mnnber and a is particle 
diamcter), the s.ize, shape, and density of irregularly shaped 
particles chiefly determine the backscatter, according to [9] 
and [8]. To overcome this it is conunonly assumed the particle 
size distribution and particle backscatter function at a site are 
invariant during the measurements, and that only the total 
concentration varies at any depth in the column, a necessary 
but weak link in the calibration [5). If calibration data show 
that size distribution does vary through the column in some 
detemrinistic manner, there is no reason to retain these two 
restrictions, and [4] used "calibration procedures (which) can 
accommodate variation of particle size with depth", but the 
assumptions of [5] will be IISed initially. The backscattered 
pressure or voltage signals received by the transducer from 
scatlerers in a particular range bin are trested as incoherent 
[12], allowing them to be squared and summed without phase 
considerations. With the stated assumptions, backscatter from 
a. particular range is linearly proportional only to 
concentration, and changes in raw backscatter at a particular 
range reflect changes in concentration. Under the 
assumptions, a twQfold change in particle size in the Rayleigh 
region could cause a concentration overestimation of a factor 
of eight for irregularly sized particles [5]. However such large 
disagreements are not reported e.g. [5] quote fsctors of 2 to 3 
for earlier work by others. and [13] and [3] found errors 
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around 20%. Concentration estimates could also be in error if 
the relative concentrations of small and large particles vary 
[6]. Fork~a-l t02, [6] and [8] found indications that acoustic 
backscatter is proportional to particle volume, thus the 
assumption of invariant size distribution may not be overly 
limiting for all particle sizes. Modelling in section 6 supports 
this view if size distribution does not change greatly e.g. from 
mud to sand size. 

The backscatter equation may be written (after [5], [7) and 
principally [13]): 

M(')_Vl(r)r21J.>2(rXIl1'C{r)~lIk2) 

cxp[fo4awVldr' + /o4a,M(r')dr' 1 (1) 

where k = a scaling factor which is a function of instrumcnt 
response and of acoustic backscatter strength ofthc suspended 
sediment (the latter is assumed constant at a particular site to 
simplity the problem as mentioned previously); 

r = one way range from transducer to scatierer em); 

c(r) = sound-speed at range r (ms·'); 

M(r) = particle mass concentration per unit volume at range r 

-~; 
V(r) = transducer response (volts) to measured backscatter 
pressure from range r; 

a, = attenuation for unit sediment concentration (m' kg'); 

a., .. attenuation due to water (m·') (The integrals allow a" 
and a, to vary through the water column); 

T=pulse 1ength (s); 

1/I(r) = a function to account for different beam patterns in thc 
near and far-fields, and to allow for departures from the 
theoreticallfr dependency in the nearfield [13]. fJ!(r) = 1 in 
far-field for r > F; r. (farfield), and tJ1{r) = (2 + (er, /r))/3 for 
r > F; r, (nearfield), where r. = nu, W" with a, the transducer 
radius and A the acoustic wavelength. [13] chose F; = 2 for this 
definition ofr" leading to the same definition as [5]. The 0.5 
MHz ASSM has an external diameter of 18 em, but actual 
transducer diameter is unknown, and was taken all 17 em, 
givingr,of7.5m. 

Equation (1) hall the same fonn in the near and far-fields 
if a cylindrical beam is assumed in the near-field and a 
directional beam (of constant beam angle) is assumed in the 
far-field. The transition region is not necessarily well defined 
by the expression. The expression is not in a closed fonn, 
since the required unknown M(r) occnrs on both sides of the 
equation. M(r) may be solved for by iteration methods [15] or 
by direct solution [16]. For the direct solution the length of the 
first range interval nrust be chosen so the average sse in the 
interval is non-zero, and the direct solution is sensitive to 
errors in this initial sse value. The direct solution will not be 
used in this paper, but it is orders of magnitude faster than 
iteration, and with careful implementation this speed 
advantage shonld make it superior to iteration methods for 
real-time applications. 
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3. THEASSM 
Details of the ASSM may be found in [14] and [3]. In 
operation the downward looking 0.5 MHz ASSM is iillSpended 
about 2 m below the surface to avoid the effects of wave 
induced air bubbles, and may be raised and lowered if 
necessary to observe suspension processes. Trains of ten 
40l-lSec pulses are transmitted, the return is time gated, and raw 
backscatter profiles are obtained and displayed. Beamwidth is 
1.5". To reduce variability in the Rayleigh distributed 
backscatter from a particular range bin, backscatter values are 
averages for the ten pulses. Range bins of 5 or 10 cm are used 
for the 0.5 MHz ASSM (with 2 cm for 1.5 MHz). The ASSM 
is driven by a PC, and raw backscatter profiles are displayed 
in real-time on the PC screen as a series of color-coded 
vertical bars, thus providing an image of suspension 
processes. Data may be·obtained continuously for 15 minute 
burst!! ofabont 900 profiles. Ranges of2.2, 11, or 22 m may 
be selected during a deployment, and different output power 
selected to suit turbidity conditions. SSC range is 0.1 to 5-10 
kgm~ (O.I kgm""' is 100 mgI.;'). Raw data can be compensated 
for spherical spreading immediately after being obtained. 
Calibrated data are obtained in post processing by comparison 
against SSC determined from water samples, using software 
supplied with the ASSM in a "compensation method" 
approach discussed later. 

Because of spreading losses, and attenuation by water and 
iillspendcd sediment, raw backscatter values are a nonlinear 
function of range. Before data have been compensated for 
losses they must be inteqrrcted with some care c.g. a uniform 
backscatter profile in the raw display indicates concentratioru; 
increasing wfth range. The advantage of the raw data display 
IS that suspension processes can be observed in real-time. 
Increased processing speed opens the possibility of near real
time calibration from field measurements, and aspects 
necessary to achieve this are examined in this paper. 

YEOKAlllod~G061Ufbidi~/Depth Meter 

Fig 2. Nephelometer turbidity profiles for the sites of Fig 1. 
NTU ~ Neph.elometric Tmbidity Units. For the NTU range 
shown, 1 NTU ise"]lected to indicate 110 2 mgL.J. 
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4. CALIBRATION DATA 
4.1 Nephelometer Data 

A Yeokal model 608 TurbiditylDepth Meier (a nephelometer) 
was used to infer point measurements of SSC for use as 
calibration dala for the ASSM (Fig 2). Brief comparisons of 
acoustic and optical tucbidity instrwnentation may be found in 
[3] and [7]. The nephelometer detects light from an 850 run 
infra-red source scattered at 90" by suspended particles, and is 
lowered on a cable and held at particular depths until 
measurements stabilise, which takes several seconds. Data are 
reported as Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). Optical 
sensors are subject to fouling by material in the water, the 
measurement is intrusive, and gives discrete points in slow 
time compared to the ASSM. The nephelometer is factory 
calibrated against a Formazin suspension, which has an 
unknown relation to optical backscatter response of in situ 
suspended sediment. However nephelometer output is usually 
linearly related to SSC, so reasonable profile shapes can be 
immediately available. Ideally the nephelometer should be 
calibrated against SSC obtained from water samples taken at 
the investigation site. There are potential difficulties with lISe 
of nephelometer data to calibrate ABS instruments, since 
nephelomcters are sensitive to smaller particles, and ABS to 
larger. Nevertheless the real-time iudications of average sse 
at particular depths available from nephelometry could 
possibly he used to make a field calibration of the ASSM, one 
of the possibilities examined. Neither nephelometer nor 
ASSM provide estimates of suspended particle diameter, and 
for mode11ing we have assumed this from bottom type, which 
is soft mud. Data for nephelometer output as a function of 
concentration and particle size shown in [I] can he broadly 
interpreted as showing that for mud sizes the measured NTU 
approxim!!te mgL.J within a factor of 1 to 2. This indicates 
maximum SSC seen by the nephelometer at any site of 25 to 
50 mgI.;' in Darling Harbour, whereas the nominal minimum 
ASSM capability of 100 mgL·' is one quarter to one-half of 
these values. For the observed conditions the ASSM was 
operating below its nominal range, but some useful data were 
obtained which illustrate advantages and disadvantages of 
acoustic methods for measuring SSC. 

4.2 Temperature aJld Salinity 

Measurements of temperature and salinity profiles with a 
YeoKal Submersible Data Logger (SDL) yielded only a few 
ncar smface values of l8.2~C and salioity of 35. To calculate 
aCOU5tiC absorption due to water, homogenoru; temperature 
and salinity conditions were assumed. The harbour 
ex.periences tidal stiffing and no recent rainfall had occurred, 
so high stratification was not expected. For 0.5 MHz the 
formulae of [2] give absorption differences over a 20 ill path 
between 15~ and 19"C at salinity 35 ofonlyO.025 dB. An SDL 
profile taken off Pynnont Wharf (Fig I) four days later 
showed a surface to bottom temperature difference of about 
2.7°C over 10 m. Applying this profile made very little 
difference (less than 0.025 dB) compared to ll8ing 
homogenous conditions. 
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5. COMPENSATION MEmOD OF 
CALmRATION 

In software supplied with the ASSM a modified form of the 
backscatter equation is used to invert the backscatter profIle 
[3]: 

(2) 

where u.(r) = Jl,,(r) + g,(r) . .G, = f;M(r). \: is the attenuation 
coefficient for unit concentration, and underlining specifies a 
column average from the transducer to range r. K is a scaling 
factor related to k of equation (I) as K = (lIre(r)) (llk?). 

The cxponentn(r) is 1 in the near·fie1d and 2 in the farfield 
to account for cylindrical and spherical spreading respectively, 
and varies between these limits in the t:ransition range in an 
unknown manner. K and \: are assumed constant at each site, 
as detailed in section 2, and must be determined in post· 
processing from actual SSC calibration datil sampled al each 
sile. For each range r to a calibration point, g,(r) = l;/rO:t 
M",,(r')dr'), where M«<I(r') are calibration data, and the 
trapezoidal rule can bc used to evaluate the integral. At 
calibration points in the near and far·fields. r""J is known, and 
K and S are the only unknowns if Jl".(r) is calculated from 
temperature and salinity measurements, (IDld the backscatter 
function subsumed in K is assumed constant). 1; can be 
calcu1ated from a measured particle size distribution Ulling the 
fonnu1ac of [9], and determinations of K can be made. 
Exponent n is then altered by trial and error to obtain a smooth 
compensation curve fitting calibration points in the transition 
region, a practical approach to the unknown funn of r"J there. 
A compensation curve f(r) is then formed to convert V'(r) to 
M{r), where M{r) = f(r)V'{r) and/(r) = K r") exp(4q(r}r). The 
compensation curve is applied to all profiles in a burst. The 
method can ou1y provide compensation to the deepest 
calibration point. Since absorption is not recalculated for each 
profile, the compensation curve method provides considerable 
saving in post processing, at the possible expense of accuracy 
under non·static turbtdity conditions. By assuming statistical 
stationarity, ensemble averaging can then be Ulled to improve 
signal to noise ratio, with the facility provided for user 
selectable time·depth windowing. The procedure produces 
concentrations with about 20% accuracy [3]. Apparent motion 
of the bottom caused by sensor movements is small \lllder 
usual conditions, and is not allowed for. 

6, MODELLING 
A FORTRAN computer programme was written to model 
backscatter based on equation (I). In section 6.1 general 
modelling is used to examine the compensation method of 
calibration; in section 6.2 an iterative calibration technique 
working from the surface downwards is trialled to obtain 
individual calibration for each profile; in section 6.3 an 
iterative method is trialled to obtain system colll:ltant k. For the 
modemng, the in situ backscatter function at a particular range 
is taken 10 be linearly proportional only to concentration, 
rather than also to shape and size distributions. As discUllsed 
in section 2, this is not necessarily true, particularly for the 
Rayleigh region, but is not as gross an approximation as it 
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might seem, as the modelling is meant to apply to a particular 
location, and is not meant to be transferred to another location, 
where the backscatter function could be different, or to be 
applied to the same location at a later time. Under these 
assnmpliolll:l the modelling should give a good indication of 
resu1ts to be expected from use of a compensation profile 
approach. For the modelling, r. of 1.5 m and e of2 were used 
with a range of 10 m. The value ofr, is much smaller than for 
the ASSM, resnlting in increased spherical spreading, 
providing a more general test of the calibration techniques and 
associated computation wors 

6.1 Compensadon Calibradon Metbod 

Principal resnlts of genernl modelling for 0.5 MHz were as 
follows: (i) for particle sizes in the silt range 5 to 8,p, (where ¢ 
= ·log)[partic1e diameter in mm] is a logarithmic scale), a, is 
small, from formulae of [9], and most aboorption is due to 
water, even for relatively high SSC. (The division from mud to 
sand size is at 62~ or 441). A compensation curve, formed 
from practically any shape or value profile of SSC for any tJ> 
value between 5 to 8, functions well to calibrate a wide range 
of test profile SSCs and shapes in this ¢ range, regardless of 
the exact tJ> value. Even the compensation profile for water 
alone will suffice. This mcans the compensation method 
should work well for this ¢ range in dynamic situations even 
though SSC changes greatly at a particular depth. (n) 
Applying a compensation obtained from a constant value sse 
profile, which laboratory calibrations typically provide, for 
values of ¢ greater than 5 (smaller particle diameter) to tJ> 

values of 4 or less (larger particles) does not always give 
correct results for lower measured SSC values, hecause 
increased particle absorption and non·linearity with range 
cause the exponentiation of equation (2) to dominate the 
inversion, For example spurious subsurface SSC maxima can 
be generated fur some profile shapes which might be expected 
to occur naturally e.g. at the base of a mixed layer of constant 
concentration overlying a boundary layer with concentrations 
increasing towards bottom. (iii) For t/J values lower than 5 
(higher particle diameter) the inversion is also dominated by 
the exponentiation term for very high attenuation. Low 
backscatter returns for some profiles can be spurioUllly 
magnified by the compensation exponemia\ to prodnce very 
high SSCs when zero SSC should be seen, because tbe signal 
does not penetrate effectively to this range. To remove such 
effects backscatter values below a threshold signal to noise 
ratio should be set to zero, and this threshold cou1d vary with 
range. 

Modelling further i"dicated that for 0.5 MHz the 
compensation calibration method shou1d work well if t/J at any 
particular depth does not change from mud to sand size, or 
from one sand size to another, and if concentration at a 
particular depth does not vary greatly for sand sizes. 
Consequently the compensation method for 0.5 MHz should 
yield reasonable results for mud suspensions of almost any 
concentration, and lower concentration sand suspensions in 
both static and dynamic situations. No allowance was made 
for multiple scattering or particle shielding in modelling, 
effects which may become important at high concentratiolll:l. 
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6.1 Iterative Calibration Method 

Using the results of section 6.1 for mud suspensions, that 
practically any r/! value in the mud range would be adequate to 
model absorption by sediment, representative ¢ values were 
chosen to obtain attenuation constant ~. It was then assumed 
that sse had a constant (but unknown) value over the first 
depth bin, and sse was inferred from test backscatter profiles 
by iterating the following equation at each range r, working 
downwards from the first range bin: 
M .... (r)-V'(r)r'tp'(r)(l/~(r))(1lk') 

exp[~4a.(r')N'+ ~4a,(r')N'l (3) 

where terms are as in equation (1), a,. (r') = 4~ (O.5(M(r'-Jr) 
+ M".,ir,))} M, and Llr is the length of the cnrrentrange bin 
The term O.5(M(r'-m} + M..",(r')} is simply the average sse 
for the current range bin, M"",,(r') is altered until the 
expression is satisfied to a required tolerance. For 0.5 MHz 
the iteration worked successfully for very high test sse values 
(50 kgm~) for ranges to 10m using nominal valnes of I/J and k. 
Correct sse values and profile slrnpes were returned without 
requiring prior knowledge of sse magnitudes. An iterative 
method was used by [12] to calculate sse and particle 
diameter for maximum range 1.28 ill for frequencies 1, 2.5, 
and 5 MHz, and sse of 0.001 to 2 kg.m~. Iterative methods 
are discussed by [15] 

Under actual operating conditions results at high sse 
could possibly be affected by multiple scattering and particle 
shielding, and the absorption profile for water should be well 
known (through temperature and salinity measurements) to 
ensure the particle backscatter contribution is accurately 
known. This latter point is emphasised by [4] for application 
of an iteration technique to Acomruc Doppler Current Profiler 
(ADCP) data in the PellIl River region of Hong Kong, where 
temperature and salinity gradienl8 can be I'e and 5 salinity 
unil8permetre. 

6.3 Iterative Determination Of ASSM System Constant 

Rearranging the backscatter equation (1) for system constant 
kgives: 

~'_V'(r)rl1/'l(r~M"'I(r)I"'(r») 

oxp[~4aw(r'W"'~~"'(")M'l (4) 

where M«11 are the SSC calibration values, and a, (~') ~ 4~ 

(O.5(M"" (r'-b) + M",I(r:W Jr as before. For several pairs of 
M."j(r) this expression was evaluated by iterating on S"nntil the 
pair of kvalues were closest in magnitude. For test data at 0.5 
lIAHz, k was returned with little or no error up to ranges at least 
10 m. With the usual assumptions the modelling of sections 
6.2 and 6.3 indicates the possibility of automatically 
calibrating sse data in the field against nephelometer or other 
field calibration data. 

7_ ASSM MEASUREMENTS IN SYDNEY 
HARBOUR 

7.1 Desp1kiDg 

Some measured time series showed intermittent strong high 
value spikes, apparently due to bubbles and occasional 
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electrical interference. Strong spikes will distort simple 
ensemble averages. Instead smoothed profiles were formed 
from profile subsets as the average of the one-third lowest 
values at each depth, and also from medians, Medians 
provided better resull8 for low numbers of profiles in a subset 
(Fig 3). This smoothed profile could be used directly as an 
averaged profile, with improved signal to noise ratio 
compared to individual. profiles. or as a reference profile 
against which to despi1re individual profiles in the subset 
Since spikes sometimes extended over several vertical depth 
intervals, simple replacement of spike valucs with reference 
profile valnes was preferred to interpolation in the vertical. 
Following despiking, profiles could be further smoothed to 
remove noise if necessary by two_point runnin8 vertical 
averages or mber schemes. 

'1R··,,·l_ p,o!~e . . 
UMmoothed.etol12prolllas 
with "OiN spib$ 

5 10 15 ~D 

RawBRchcltt&rtvon •• quarod) 

Fig 3. Exampl. of despiking and averaging (}f raw aooustic 
backscatter profiles. Th. proflie nn the right is funned at each 
depth fromlhemcdian(}fthe values of the twelvcprofiles 
shownt(} its left. Profiles are (}ffset frnm each ntherby 1 vult'. 

'" '" Fig 4. Calibrated ASSM data profiles calculated:from medians 
(}ftwelve raw prof1ies fur Darling Harbour, overplotted on the 
nephelnmeter calibration profile. The nephelometer proflie 
startsfrOOlthesurfuce,whichisat-2mrelativetntheASSM 
tnutsducer. ami it is ovcrplotted scparate1ywith each ASSM 
profile, ASSMprofile shap'" andvalucs show high general 
COITespnndence with the nephelometer data at the start (}fthe 
ASSM time series, when the nephelnmeter data were ubtained 
Profiles are (}ffset by 24 NTU, with the (}rigin at 135 NTU. 
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7.2 Calibration 

The iteration procedure of 6.3 to determine k against the 
nephelometer data yielded k values bet""en 250-500 for 
Darling Harbour, the site with highest nephelometric turbidity. 
SSCis then knO"llthrough Ilk' to a factor of 1 to 4, a rather 
large range. In a sensiti"ity test, k of 200 and 6()(l gave sse 
values obviously too hig and 100 small respectively, compart:d 
to nephelometer data. The best value of k wa, visually 
dctennined by overp lotting sse prof iles obtained with 
various kon thenephelometercalibrationprofi le.lbcre isa 
conundmm here in thaI ABS instmments are good at 
observing dynamie processes, but tield calibndion under 
dynamic circumstances is difficult if turbidity changes 
mark~dly at any depth during measurements. as it is then 
ditlkull 10 relate ABS and calibration dala in both time and 
space. A k of 400 gave good agreement with Darling Harbour 
nephelometer profile values and shapes at the sta rt of the 
measUl"C'ments, when the nephelometer data were taken (Fig 
4), which is as good a re~ult as can be expected, , ince turbidity 
conditions were changing during the nephelometer 
measurements , The point of note is that after a value is 
determined fOT k, then profile shapes and v,dues returned by 
the iterative methods arise tllro ugh the modell\::d physics, No 
prior assumptions arc made about sse profile shapes or 
values, bm good agreements were found against the Darling 
Harhour nephelometer data. The harbour results mean COrre<,.1; 

li.mcti(ming for tile ASSM ha, apparently been estab1i,h~d 
through physical theory and independent measurements. 
The re is uo rea l reason not to have k as a furn:tioo of depth, to 
,,"ODnt for changi ng particle properties or other conditions 
thro ugh the column (including beam pattern if necessary), and 
the iterative methods can indicate if this is necessary. but a 
fixed k was sufficient. A fixed k removes some of the 
empiricism in the methods, and is physically pleasing, as it 
should indica te the assumption of ncar constant size 
distribution \\-lIS not violated. Although the iterative methods 
seemed to work satisfactorily. some inadvertent experiments 
in changing the near-field parameter m from the nominal 
value of7.5 m to a value as low as 1.5 m showed thatk values 
could be found for the lJarling Harbour data which gave quite 
reasonable results, so caution is warranted. The Darling 
Harbour k value was used to cali brate data at all sites. as k 
values at other sites could not he established 

7;3 Obsnved Suspension 'J>rufil~~ 

At Woolwich wharf the 0.5 MHz ASSM was deployed almost 
immediately aller a ferry had departed. An apparent 
suspellllion cloud or buoyant plume was seen in the real-time 
ASSM raw backsdtter display, ri sing quickly to\\'l!rds the 
surface. The nephelometer could not operate rapidly enough 
to show this detail, and could not provide useful calibratiou 
data, with data taken after the observed event had ceased. 
ASSM data ca1ibrat~d using the k for Darling Harbour (Fig 5) 
showed highest sse fOT the survey. with sse genendly 
decreasing with depth and with time. At the start "fthe time 
series sse near the transducer was over 200 NTU. falling to 
about 30 NTU at the end of the measurements, but the 
interpretation is that the high values were mainly due to 
bU"yant ri sing bubbles, not sediment. Bubbles are much more 
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Fig 5. Woolwi,h Ferry Wharf 23 ()(:toher. Contour plot of 
calibrated 0.5 MHz data (Ull it'; arc NTU) taken with the 
wor'hoat stationary after a ferry departure. Time increases 
from l~fi to right. Data are calcul a(cd from medians of twelve 
raw profile. , The pattern repf~sents a ,ising bubbl~ pl\llll~, 

possibly aolvcctingsuspcndedsedimem. Cunlour clustoringat6 
m range mllrks the bottom 

Fig 6 Darling Harbour 2) October. Contour ptot of 
calibrated 0.5 MHz data (units are NTU) taken with the 
workboat drifting, calculated from medians of nine raw 
profiles, The pallern rcp=l'tworurb;d phuncs at profitcs $ 
and 9 separated by clea,er water at profIle 6,caused by a lUg . 
slirringlhcootlOm.Th.cboUom;,at9mrange 

efficient al scallcring than equi val~nt sized sedimeut. 
particularly at resonance [5]. As the turbu lent stirring 
mechanism ceases, partic1e~ would be cxpected to fall after 
experieucing rises, with sse then rising with depth and 
decreasing with time through the column, bUI this was not 
observed. This example illustrates the problems that bubbles 
can cause high frequency acoustic marine instruments. Optical 
instruments are similarly affected 

At Darling Harbour the oppommity was taken to drift over 
waters which had been disturbed by lugs assisting a ship to leave 
berth some minutes carlier. Bottom sediments could be seen by 



eye to have been <mtr~ined into the water col won. Highe~t 

nephelometer levels for the survey ,vere seen. The ASSM 
showed the boat 10 be drifting over suspension elouds, with the 
deplh of Ihe lop of Ihe clouds varying along Imck (Fig 6), 
consistent with visible surface indications of patchiness in the 
turbidity. The nephelometer could nGt operate rapidly enough 
tll show this detail, and providOO only broad indkations of 
turbidity at the start of the ASSM measurements, but this was 
able to provide the ealibralion previously described in secli(,,", 
7.2. Column lurbidity in Figure 6 is notably higher over 
shallower depths, a, might be expected when turbidity is 
caused by a bottom stirring mechanism 

OIT Cockatoo Island the nephelometer showed the 
concenw"tion of suspended material to be very low and 
increasing slowly from surlace to bottom. The ilerative 
method broadly malche<l nephelemeler data, however the 
increase in concentration with depth was possibly due to noise 
leve\;; being amplified by the non-linear range-squared and 
absorption lenns. At Pymtont the nephdom~ler ~howcd a 
two-layeT ,y"lem with low turbidity visibly dear water 
overlying a more turbid lower column. A 50 kHz Furone 
echosounder showed an inlenniUcnl scaltering layer about 6 m 
below the surface, apparently wrresponding 10 the gradient 
seen by the nephelometer. Raw acoustic backscatter values 
were nearly constanl Ihrough the column, and it appeared only 
noise levels "",re measured, resuhing in calibrated ASSM 
values from the iterali\'e method increasing approximately 
linearly from the transducer to bottom with the correct 
magnilude, hut without the mid~olumn gradient region. The 
n"1lhelometer indicated sse far below the fIOminallower level 
of the ASS~, and the ASSM could not be expected to 
function, but these two examples show the importance of 
ohtaining calibration dala at ~ach ~ite, am.! of subtracting 
noise. The ASSM correctly showed that SSC levels were low. 
and this could be cons idered a positive result for the iteration 
methods and tltc ASSM. 

8. DISCUSSION 
Rapid high resolution measurements of dynamic sw;pended 
sediment concentration profi les were obtained in Sydney 
Harbour wit h an Acoustic Suspendcd Sediment Monitor 
(ASSM) developed by Shanghai Acoustics Laboratory. The 
ASSM was used while slationary ,md drifting, in the latter 
case effectively ~howing a cross-section of suspended 
sediment concentration (SSC). The nominal lower limit of 
sse for the O.S MHz ASSM of 100 mgL·' indicates it is suiled 
10 quite turbid condilions, but suspension evcnlS were 
successfully observed at 1')W1lT turbidit}'levels 

Modelling indicated a compensation method of calibration 
supplie<l in !mflware with the ASSM should be reliable in 
dynamic situations for mud suspensions 10 vcry high 
concentrations, and 10,,"..,[ concentralion Siind ,uspensi(ms 
The compensation tcchnique applies a single calibration 
profile to all profiles in a data hurst, and does not allow for 
absorption due to sse to change with time Ihrough the 
column if sse changes, as will happen for dynamic events 
Modelling and field results indicalcd iterative calibration 
techniques could supplement or replace the compensalion 
melhod, since they can calibrnte the full measured profile, 
they can be applied to individual profiles. they can be applied 
semi-automatically, and they are much Ie" empirical. If 
nephelometric or other estimates of SSC are available in Ihe 
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fi eld, modelling and mea:;urement indicale that useful ASSM 
ncar real-timc calibration could be obtained routinely through 
application of iter"live methods, which appear quil~ mhlL';1 
The ASSM appears to be a highly versatile instrument able to 
he used routinely in the field to ob,erve dynamic turbidily 
events and suspension profiles. 
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